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it be the technological world, or the spirit of 
an individual’s point of view. For instance, 
when we run an article on hard news, we peel 
away the mystery that is invisible and we 
provide useful information for everyone.

The magazine combines the experience of 
reality, with the experiences of individuals.
The writers of the articles base the issues on 
true facts and their own personal experiences 
they may have come across.   

The magazine aims to raise awareness of the 
important issues that are raised in today’s 
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THE 45TH PRESIDENT
OF THE USA IS...
REPORTER: Anisah Tanveer

The top two candidates for the election were no other 
than Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump. The election is 
known for being the most money spent in any election 
so far racking up a sum of £1.6 billion and resulted in 
Donald Trump winning. Many were left shocked including 
A-List celebrities such as Michelle and Barack Obama 
themselves.

In the early hours of Wednesday morning (the 9th of 
November) it was found out that Donald Trump had the 
majority of the votes in certain states leaving him as the 
President-elect. As we know Trump himself has had many 
professions but he is mostly known as a businessman, 
none of his previous jobs have been related to anything like 
being President. Some people didn’t vote for him because 
of the bad press that he’d had during the campaign whilst 
others admired the fact that he was outspoken and told 
the public the truth about their country. 

Some people viewed Hilary Clinton as the stronger one 
between the two as she has had experience in the White 
House and more of an idea about being a politician 
including the pressure that you would have to face. But 
Americans may have decided not to vote for Clinton 
because of the problem she faced with the FBI regarding 
her email, as it is believed that she sent classified 
information over her personal email. Hence the public 
felt that if she was President of America then how could 
she deal with the classified information to do with the 
country? Could they trust her?

On January 20th 2017 Barack Obama will officially hand 
over the role and title of President of the United States of 
America to Donald Trump. Trump has decided to invest 
his time into Obama’s unfinished projects for America 
like ObamaCare. However, many people have had mixed 
emotions about the newly revealed President-elect.

ON NOVEMBER 8TH, 128 MILLION PEOPLE TOOK TO 
THE POLLS TO VOTE FOR THEIR NEXT PRESIDENT. 
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U.S. PRESIDENT

@KATYPERRY

“DO NOT SIT STILL. DO NOT WEEP. MOVE. 
WE ARE NOT A NATION THAT WILL LET 
HATE LEAD US.”

Recently Donald Trump has been elected as the US 
president. Many cry that the system was rigged, or that he 
had won over the heart of the US which was apparently 
‘long overdue’. Now we already know how our fellow 
peers, teachers and what our families think of him. ‘Just 
racist, a sick person and no one like him’, says a fellow 
civilian in Manchester or more immature comments such 
as, ‘He deserves to die’. But what we haven’t been told is 
how our celebrities have been reacting to this unfortunate 
happening. 

BBC News state that singer Cher said, “The world will 
never be the same”. While pop star Ariana Grande said 
she was ‘in tears’. Not only have they making their voices 
heard by freedom of speech, these poor souls have taken 
it upon themselves to approach social media as a way to 
reign the world back into one of serenity. Katy Perry sent 
out a heart-warming message on twitter, encouraging 
everyone to keep on moving, saying, “Do not sit still. Do 
not weep. MOVE. We are not a nation that will let HATE 
lead us”. Clearly this is in attempt to spark rebellion 
against infamous Trump and his new leadership. Many 
however, embraced this change with open arms such as 

Piers Morgan, he supported Trump through social media, 
he quoted something that Trump had said to him, in his 
tweet, ‘Trump’s last words to me when I saw him in New 
York in May: ‘Well Piers, see you at the White House…’’ 
So there is clearly a strong controversy and contrast in 
opinions between the A to Z list of celebrities.

Personally my opinion is that America picked a person 
that strongly believes that Obama’s way of presidency 
was inefficient. From what I’ve seen Obama was unbiased 
when it came to religion, he welcomed all cultures with 
open arms whereas on the other hand, Trump refuses 
any of that. Yes, there is freedom of speech but such 
freedom has its own limits. And rights that are owned 
to every American person out there. What about them? 
They were raised in the streets and cities of America, they 
do their jobs for America and somehow Trump becomes 
president along the way. 

This will be a day marked in history, people will look 
back in the history books when they’re centuries ahead 
and notice the change in population in certain areas and 
notice the lack of people in America.

REPORTER: Znairah Anwar

CELEBRITIES REACT TO THE NEW
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REEM AL-ASSADI

Samsung stopped their production of 
Samsung Galaxy Note 7s due to exploding 
batteries and handsets catching fire. 
2.5 million Note 7’s were recalled and 
given back having said that they were 
functioning correctly and completely safe. 
After this was said, there were still many 
reports of brand new recalled Note 7’s still 
catching fire.

Samsung producers have said, “Because 
consumer safety remains our top priority, 
Samsung will ask all carriers and retail 
partners globally to stop sales and 
exchanges of the Galaxy Note 7 while 
the investigation is taking place.” They 
also added “Consumers with either an 
original Galaxy Note 7 or a replacement 
Galaxy Note 7 device should be powered 
down and stop using the device and take 
advantage of the remedies available.”

On Monday evening a spokeswoman 
insisted that the phones were now safe 
to use, and they would cause no harm, 
but on Tuesday, Samsung producers said 
that they would now stop the production 
line of the Galaxy Note 7. “We recently 
re-adjusted the production volume for 
thorough investigation and quality control, 
but putting consumer safety as our top 
priority, we have reached a final decision 
to halt the production of the Galaxy Note 
7’s,” they said.

Recently, an owner of the Samsung Galaxy 
J5 claims that the phone caught fire and 

the back flew off. She said that she asked 
her 4 year old child to take it off the charger 
and give it to her. She noticed that it was 
burning hot and smoke was seeping out 
of it. She then threw down the phone, and 
stepped back.

After this event took place, she said that 
she will sue the company of Samsung.
Samsung have taken no actions to resolve 
the Samsung Galaxy J5 catching fire, but 
they have taken the Samsung Galaxy Note 
7 off sale and stopped the production line. 
There has also been an increase in the sale 
of the IPhone 6 and the recently launched 
IPhone 7. People are responding by being 
more cautious with Samsung products. 

Zainab Islam: ‘I do not think that Samsung 
is dealing with the problem correctly. They 
are not establishing the problem which 
means that this can happen again on a 
much larger scale.’

Reem Al-assadi: ‘I am not happy, that the 
Samsung Galaxy Note 7 has been catching 
fire, especially since I was considering this 
for my new phone. I do like Samsung’s 
products because they have a nice style, 
they fit the hand size, even though they 
are hard to understand and once you 
alter one setting, the others also alter 
themselves.’ She also added, ‘I also think 
that the IPhones will now sell more due 
to Samsung’s products catching fire 
unexpectedly. If Samsung find a solution 
to the problem, I will be reconsidering to 

“IF SAMSUNG 

FIND A 

SOLUTION TO 

THE PROBLEM, 

I WILL BE 

RECONSIDERING 

TO BUY FUTURE 

SAMSUNG 

PRODUCTS.”

REPORTER: Safa Illyas  

SAMSUNG HIT BY DOUBLE WHAMMY
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THE MTV 
EMA’S
2016

THE 2016 EMA’S WERE HELD IN 
ROTTERDAM, NETHERLANDS
This year, the line-up of performances included: Bruno Mars, Shawn 
Mendes, Zara Larsson, Greenday, The Weeknd, Kings of Leon, and 
various other acts. 

The 2016 MTV EMAs were held in Rotterdam, 
Netherlands on 6 November. A fantastic music awards 
show that included multiple musical acts that had 
performed and been nominated for a wide range of 
awards and was hosted this year by American singer 
songwriter Bebe Rexha. This year, the line-up of 
performances included: Bruno Mars, Shawn Mendes, 
Zara Larsson, Greenday, The weeknd, Kings of Leon, 
and various other acts. 

This event excited many teenagers nationwide, as the 
wide range of acts nominated and attending have huge 
fan bases. Year 9 student Muqaddas Iqbal, had enjoyed 
watching the awards, like many other teenagers and 
said that, “I really liked the MTV awards this year, not 
only because I am a big fan of Shawn Mendes, and 
he won great awards, but I thought the hosts were 
engaging and funny. That added to the excitement.”

The award show had big wins in particular for Canadian 
artists, such as Justin Bieber, Drake, and Shawn Mendes; 
Justin Bieber being one of the major acts was unable 
to attend the event. Despite not attending the event, 
he had won the award for the biggest fans. Although, 
surprisingly Bieber had lost his winning streak as best 
male to a fellow Canadian artist, who has had a sudden 
spike in popularity due to his seemingly undeniable 
talent; Shawn Mendes. This not only surprised the 
‘Beliebers’ but also Shawn himself who was in great 
shock to receive this award. It caused a great deal of 
humour due to the fact that several months earlier 

Bieber had claimed in an interview that he did not know 
who Shawn was. Justin and Shawn were extremely 
popular at the awards. Justin won the award for best 
song with his track ‘Sorry’ which had topped the charts 
for numerous weeks earlier on this year, and Shawn 
also won best worldwide act. 

Drake, another Canadian act, won the award for best hip 
hop, and many of his songs have peaked in the charts 
throughout the year.

The best female award was won by Lady Gaga, which 
could be due to her recent comeback with her album 
“Joanne” and the involvement she had with politics and 
the recent American election. The Weeknd won best 
video, following recent hit ‘Starboy’ which reached very 
high in the charts and had much success. 

Zara Larsson, a Swedish singer songwriter, won the 
award for the best new act, and has had a high number 
of hit records this year. A range of other awards were 
won at the show including: the best UK act - Little Mix, 
best U.S. act - Ariana Grande, and best Australian act - 
Troye Sivan. 

The MTV awards were a big success not only for 
MTV itself but the artists it congratulated, earning the 
attention of millions of people worldwide.

REPORTER: Aleena Mahmood 
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And that’s exactly what we got out of Olivia Birchenough 
when we interviewed her on the 16th of November. She was 
nothing less than a little Miss Sunshine (just to refer to the 
show), and answered our questions with a delightful smile. 
Here’s the interview we had with Olivia and then a surprise 
quick-fire round: 

Let’s first talk about your career journey and what has 
happened so far, what would you say has been the best 
moment of it all?

OB: I first began my studies in the Rose Bruford College of 
Theatre and Performance, but I’d have to say that Estonia 
was amazing. I got to go there to study aerial acrobatics and 
circus skills in the Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre 
for about four and a half months. It was absolutely freezing, 

the temperature would go to about -35°C! It seemed to be 
hot in England when I came back! But it was amazing, I’ll 
never forget it.

How did you get your job of children’s TV presenting?

OB: When I came back from Estonia for my third year of 
studying, I began to think about a career in television, more 
specifically linked to children. Before, I was completely 
clueless of what I was going to do and how I’d get people to 
notice me, so I sent a few letters and requests out to BBC, 
ITV, Channel 4 and 5. For a few months it was all quiet but 
then I got a reply back from Channel 5 asking me if I’d like to 
do a screen test, and I just went for it. So, I guess that’s where 
it all went into lift off and I landed a job with Milkshake, also 
getting to do their theatre tour as well.

Who would you say is your inspiration?

OB: Oh gosh, that is a hard one. I’ll have to go with my family, 
mainly my mum and dad. It was sort of bizarre for them to 
hear from me one day, coming back from school, saying that 
I want to become an actress, my mum being a dental nurse 
and my dad being a teacher. But it was great, they supported 
me every step of the way and never held me back from doing 
what I love.

If you weren’t working with Milkshake, what would you be 
doing right now?

OB: I’ve always been interested in sport so I suppose a 
fitness instructor, having a few fitness qualifications under 
my belt, or perhaps a physiotherapists or something in the 
field of sports therapy.

TV PRESENTER
OLIVIA BIRCHENOUGH

Our first interview features...

Don’t you ever remember just 
being a kid?
 
When you didn’t have to stress over exams like your life 
depended on it? When you didn’t give a second thought 
about what snapchat filter would look better on you 
(the bear or the flower crown, I can never decide)? But 
let’s take ourselves back to when we’d wake up on a 
Saturday morning and zoom down the stairs, brushing 
our teeth and changing out of our pyjamas. A long 
distant thought, and turn our telly screens to Channel 5 
where we were always met with the gleeful and cheery 
faces of Milkshake!

REPORTERS: Zainab Imram and Anum Mahmood  
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OLIVIA 
BIRCHENOUGH

“JUST GO 
FOR IT 
AND GIVE 
IT YOUR 
BEST 
SHOT.”

TV PRESENTER
OLIVIA BIRCHENOUGH

What would you say is your favourite show on Milkshake?

OB: I’d have to say Ben and Holly’s Little Kingdom. You 
might think it looks a bit childish, but some of the jokes 
made in that show can actually make grown adults like us in 
the studio laugh, although it goes completely over the heads 
of children.

What piece of advice would you give to girls our age about 
career choices and the future?

OB: Just go for it and give it your best shot. Whatever you’re 
passionate about, just do what you know you need to. Don’t 
let anyone tell you that you can’t do something until you 
know, after testing yourself again and again, that you can’t. I 
didn’t want to get to the age of my career where I look back 
and go, “Well, I could’ve done that.” Even if I tried and failed, 
that would’ve been enough for me, but I didn’t. I just always 
wanted to give it a good go, and that’s what I think everyone 
should do. 

After the interview, and a few pictures taken here and there, 
we said goodbye to Olivia Birchenough and watched as 
Britain’s very own Little Miss Sunshine parted ways with us, 
soon remembering that we’d see her beaming and joyous 
smile tomorrow morning. Well, mostly younger children 
would, but you get what we mean. 

We can all obviously take something away from this, and that 
is that we need to chase our dreams, not just follow them 
and keep trying at something we know we desperately want. 
But dreaming isn’t all there is too it. Like Olivia, we need to 
work hard and show the dedication everyone expects you to 
have. The poor woman wakes up at 4.30am to get to her job, 
but she knows that the work she’s going to do is the one she 
worked hard for and the one she knows she’ll love and never 
forget for the rest of her life. Let’s aspire to be like that one 
day, in hope of a bright future for all of us.
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When you’re a huge fan of reading 
like I am, you always have a gigantic 
love of different books and book 
series. My bookshelf speaks for itself; 
with the enchantment of the Lord 
of the Rings series, to the mystical 
lands of Narnia and the wacky and 
relatable world of the Wimpy kid.  But 
what happens when these magical, 
wondrous and heart-moving tales 
end? 

Many may want to overflow their 
favourite authors social media, e-mail 
inboxes and post-boxes with manic 
complaints and pleads of continuing 
these books. It’s extremely rare that 
an author would carry on a series 
they left and moved on from. There 
are plenty of times when people will 
think it will be a complete and utter 
failure, but no. Not with the book I’m 
going to review to you today.

Just when we thought the queen 

had finished her reign with her best-
selling, brilliant and beautifully told 
books had come to a close, J.K 
Rowling slammed that crown back 
onto her head and with that, her new 
manuscript-made-book written with 
Jack Thorne and John Tiffany; made 
for the West End stage, but equally 
loved by us bookworms.

Ladies and gentlemen, I think you 
know which book I’m talking about. 
I present to you Harry Potter and 
the Cursed Child! Set fifteen years 
after the battle of Hogwarts, in which 
Harry Potter and co. defeated Lord 
Voldemort and saved the day once 
again, we follow the struggles and 
hardships of both Harry and his son, 
Albus Severus Potter. As well as 
having to be the over-worked father 
with a job at the ministry and having 
to take care of his family, Harry is 
struggling to bond with Albus, who 
must live up to the name of the 

Potters which he never asked for. 

Then, when Albus finds a way to find 
his way out of the thick fog, he and his 
best friend Scorpius Malfoy mess the 
flow of time and bring the past and 
present together, meaning ominous 
and dangerous consequences for 
everyone. Not only do we learn the 
lesson of not messing and mixing 
with things we shouldn’t be, but we 
learn what it truly means to find out 
who we are, as the Potters must find 
who the Cursed Child truly is.

I still remember the force my hands 
had on this book and my God, it 
would’ve strangled a person’s life out 
of them. I was not putting that book 
down, it was like my life depended 
on finishing it. (Fair disclaimer: this 
book caused me to lose a lot of hours 
of sleep, but I am a hopeless fangirl…
who advises you not to do that!)

REVIEWER: Zainab Imran

HARRY POTTER AND THE CURSED CHILD
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Many may say that the script may 
have caused a bit of confusion 
and it had been a bit of a let-down. 
Many may also say that it read 
more like a juvenile-fanfiction 
and that characters had turned 
out to be under-developed, but do 
you know what I say to that?

To that I say… stuff it!

This book could not have been 
written any better, in all its magical 
perfection, and maybe the reason 
people thought it didn’t live up 
to the Harry Potter legacy was 
its format. How a text is written 
makes a huge difference. You 
can ask anyone about that, and 
comparing a novel to a script is a 
bit pointless. One can easily say 

that novel’s allow you to imagine 
it all, however I believe that this 
version gave us the opportunity 
to look through Rowling’s eyes 
and see what she wanted it to be 
for us, presented through both 
the play itself and the script. It 
still held the charm and the true 
lessons of friendship triumphing 
over evil. 

Perhaps the Deathly Hallows had 
been the cherry on the top for 
many Potterheads, but the Cursed 
Child certainly gave me an extra 
topping of whipped cream for my 
appetite. 

Overall, I found the plot to be 
gripping and intense. I was 
in a constant eagerness to 

actually turn the page without 
hyperventilating at its stunning 
and amazing transition of setting. 
You get the ambience that time 
has moved on and now the 
spotlight has swung over to the 
next generation of witches and 
wizards, which is exactly what I 
think Rowling was aiming for. 

After nearly twenty years, seven 
novels, eight feature films, a 
theme park and now a West End 
play along with its manuscript 
edition, I am still so ecstatic to see 
that the magic and heart-felt joy I 
had when I was ten years old first 
reading the Philosopher’s Stone, 
is still here with us. J.K Rowling, 
me and my fellow Potterheads 
salute you!
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BOMBER
JACKETS

YOUR 
FASHION 
MUST 
HAVES

The bomber jacket, has 
recently become a trend that 
many seem to have taken a 
liking to. Including me, many 
are in love with the bomber 
jacket trend! What is there not 

to love? 

It’s fashionable, lightweight 
and fun! It does give a slight 
effortless sporty edge, in a 
very un-fashionable fashion to 
its sartorialist wearers, perfect 
for all weathers, this jacket is 

definitely a winter must.

Welcome to 2016/17, when last year’s wardrobe has become completely dated and useless. 
Just joking. Just because we’re shopping for new trends doesn’t mean we can’t still work the 
old ones in fresh ways. Sometimes all it takes is a quick little update to pull off the look you 

loved so much last season!

WHAT DO YOU THINK  OF BOMBERS?
Muminah: They’re lightweight and can be kept minimalistic or can be used 

as the main attraction of the outfit.
Vareesha: I agree, they’re fashionable all year round as well, so there’s a budget tip!

WHICH DO YOU RECOMMEND?
Vareesha: Like I said before, I enjoy jackets, in this case a bomber jacket, that 

can be used all year round, and not be restricted to one season.
Muminah; I agree! But, bombers can vary and if you’re interested in 

buying loads of bombers, were not saying not to!

DO YOU ENJOY A SPECIFIC STYLE? 
Vareesha: No, I like to widen my ranges and not just spend money 

buying one bomber in one specific style! 
Muminah: I like all bombers,  

and at different seasons I prefer different styles.

I would like to thank Muminah & Vareesha for agreeing to be interviewed!

REPORTER: Safa Al-Faraj
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YOUR 
FASHION 
MUST 
HAVES

LATEST FASHION TRENDS
by Omayma Mouhtadi

#1 
PULL ON    
POWER   
SWEATER
This cute fashionable sweater 
will have heads turning. It’s 
warm, cute, lazy and easy to 
pair with. Nothing beats a 
comfortable easy look. It also 
comes with a jaw-dropping 
price meaning it’s NOT for lazy 
Sundays. 

#2 
TRENCH COAT
This knee length coat will make 
everyone full of jealousy. It’s 
chic and stylish. You can easily 
throw on top of a simple outfit 
and your outfit will be much 
more sophisticated. Simple!

VICTORIA BECKHAM
Victoria was spotted wearing tri-colour 
leather skirt of her own design with a crisp 

white shirt and sky high stilettos.

#3 
DUNGAREES
Dungarees are the cutest most 
adorable clothing ever. You 
can wear them with almost 
anything. Get a playful, 
adorable look within minutes.

KARLIE KLOSS
Can you look stylish whilst cycling? Karlie, suited 
in a longer-length skirt by the Italian fashion 
brand, and booted with Adidas Stan Smiths: a 
very fashionable, cycle-appropriate combo.       

#4 
OVERSIZED 
SWEATER
This simple look is easy to 
wear. You can easily create 
an attractive outfit with just a 
pair of jeans and an oversized 
sweater . No hassle, no trouble.

SPOTTED
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“THANK YOU AGAIN EVERYONE FOR YOUR SUPPORT, THIS 

MEANS MORE TO ME THAN ANY WORDS CAN DESCRIBE.”

Scarlett Moffatt wins I’m a Celebrity 2016, being the 
second Geordie lass in a row to win the ongoing Ant and 
Dec series.

It’s a bitter-sweet time of the year for avid fans of the 
challenge show. I’m a Celebrity has come to an end once 
again, but the camp has crowned a new QUEEN of the 
jungle. Gogglebox star Scarlett Moffatt took the crown 
for the 16th series of the Australia based show being 
the second Geordie queen in 2 years to be crowned with 
ex Geordie Shore star Vicky Pattison winning in 2015. 
Although before her arrival in the camp Scarlett was 
branded negatively for not being a celebrity and instead 
being a normal member of the general public. It was 
clear that Scarlett was a stand out contender to win the 
show ever since the vote off started. A complete shock 
to viewers at home and fellow campmates came when 
Eastenders’ Archie Mitchell and Gavin and Stacey star 
Larry Lamb left the jungle finishing in sixth place, despite 
being tipped to win earlier on in the series.
 
Although the show brought in a whole host of new 
celebrities this year including Diversity dancer Jordan 
Banjo and Emmerdale actor Adam Thomas, this was 
not the only shake up the show experienced. The ITV hit 
show’s spin off, formerly known as “I’m A Celebrity Get 
Me Out Of Here NOW!” presented by Laura Whitmore, Joe 
Swash and Rob Beckett was rebranded “I’m A Celebrity: 
Extra Camp.” This saw old host Joe Swash joined by 
former jungle queens Vicky Pattison and Stacey Solomon 
alongside Chris Ramsay. 

Before arriving in the jungle, Carol Vorderman commented: 
“I am not a scaredy cat, but I am not a great swimmer”. 
She then added: “I will give trials a go. I want to step out of 

my comfort zone,” implying her earlier plans of taking on 
an adventurous role in the camp. 

Taking a look back at the first show of the series, the 
show saw the celebrities, along with Ant and Dec arrive at 
a meeting point via speed boats to choose the celebrities 
that they wished to compete for their right to be excluded 
from the first bushtucker trial. The first challenge being 
allocated to the city team who had to walk across a 300m 
high plank in a bid to save their fellow celebrity from taking 
the first challenge. Jordan, Ola, Scarlett and Sam took part 
in a record breaking trial, with a record number of critters 
being used for the trial as reported by Ant and Dec. During 
this time period, I took it upon myself to question two of 
our own Whalley Range High School students on their 
thoughts on the series so far and who they tipped for the 
win and it seems as though students of our age group all 
had similar opinions on the matter.   

When asked what she thought of the show so far at this 
point and who she placed her bets on, year 8 student 
Bushra Muhammad commented: “My thoughts on I’m A 
Celebrity Get Me Out Of Here have been very good so far. 
I didn’t know most of the celebrities this year but I am so 
far hoping that Scarlett wins because I just love her!” I also 
questioned fellow year 8 student Isobelle and she had 
this to say: “This year so far I have found it absoloutely 
hilarious but also very cringe worthy. The person I want 
to win is Scarlett from Gogglebox. She is determined and 
makes me laugh“.

And there we have it, from the evidence collected we can 
see that Scarlett Moffatt was always a clear favourite 
amongst the year 8 students! 
 

REPORTER: Anya Wilkinson-Leishman  

Scarlett crowned Queen of the Jungle!

@SCARLETTMOFFATT
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POPPY
UPROAR
REPORTER: Zeinab Abdelrazik

There has been an uproar of opinions over the past 
weeks regarding England and Scotland wearing poppies 
in football matches. With many newspapers commenting 
on the nation’s decision. Originally England, Scotland and 
Wales met deciding that they would wear black armbands 
with poppies on; to remember those who have given their 
lives in the war. They were to be worn during the World 
Cup qualifiers at Wembley with the games taking place 
on Armistice Day. 

Yet after the FIFA turned down the request to wear the 
symbol, Wales claimed that they will not defy FIFA and 
instead decided to wear plain, black armbands ‘’to honour 
the fallen’’.

The FA states under law 4 that “The basic compulsory 
equipment must not have political, religious or personal 
slogans, statements or images”. 

However the English Football Association fought back 
saying that players from both sides would wear black 
armbands carrying the poppy ‘as a point of principle’. In 
addition, a campaign backed by 200,000 to overturn the 
ban by Fifa was submitted. Furthermore, former RAF pilot 
and prisoner of war John Nichol launched a online petition 
on the change.org site urging Fifa to change its mind 

saying, ‘’The poppy is not a political statement at all. It is 
a statement of remembrance and an acknowledgement 
of sacrifice from the First World War right through to the 
sacrifices of our young men and women today”.

Fifa said it did not ban the display of poppies and described 
that any such claim was “a distortion of the facts”. They 
also stated that they could not pre-judge what symbols 
would constitute a breach of rules.However, it’s secretary 
general, Fatma Samoura, told BBC Sport last week: 
“Britain is not the only country that has been suffering 
from the result of war.”

Fifa’s governing body has warned repeatedly that 
they see the poppy as a political symbol, with general 
secretary Fatima Samoura saying, “any kind of sanction” 
could be handed to teams that go against the regulations, 
including a point’s deduction but it will most likely be a 
fine.

England won Friday’s qualifying match 3-0, with goals 
from Daniel Sturridge, Adam Lallana and Gary Cahill. 

The uproar of opinion continues …

EDITORS THOUGHTS
We the editors believe that Fifa were 
wrong to ban footballers from wearing 
poppies as it holds a symbolic meaning; 
representing Remembrance Day and the 
people who lost their lives to protect us as 
well as our country during war time.

WERE FIFA RIGHT TO BAN THEM?
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NUMBER  5
TREAT YOU BETTER

SHAWN MENDES
Treat You Better is a song 
which is recorded by the 
Canadian singer and 
songwriter Shawn Mendes. 
This song was released 
in June on Island Records 
as his lead single from 
his second studio album 
‘’Illuminate’’ music video 

was released in July.

NUMBER  4
24K MAGIC

BRUNO MARS
24k Magic is a song by 
the American singer and 
songwriter Bruno Mars. 
The song was released in 
October despite him saying 
it was meant to be released 
in March. This song serves 
as the lead single from 
his 3rd studio album of 
the same name. Mars 
quoted: “You can call it my 
first single, but I call it the 

invitation to the party”.

NUMBER  3
SIDE TO SIDE

ARIANA GRANDE
Side to Side is a song 
which was recorded by the 
American singer Ariana 
Grande and this song was 
released in August. Ariana 
Grande and Nicki Minaj 
both performed this song at 
the 2016 MTV video music 
awards. The meaning 
behind this song was 
explained by Ariana herself 
where she associates 
the song to the theme of 

soreness. 

NUMBER  2
CLOSER

CHAINSMOKERS
Closer is a song released 
on July, by the music 
artist American DJ (the 
Chainsmokers) which 
featured the American 
singer Halsey. This track 
was further inspired by the 

song ‘’I MISS YOU’’. 

TOP 5 TRACKS OF
2016
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NUMBER  1
STARBOY

THE WEEKND
Starboy is a song by a Canadian singer ‘The Weeknd’ 
which features the French Electronic duo Daft Punk. 
Starboy was released on September and the song 
incorporates the themes of luxury which are associated 

with the celebrity lifestyle. 


